DARRELL SUTTON
With a tremendous heart for all the peoples of
the Middle East, Darrell proclaims the Good
News of Jesus Christ and introduces
one and all to Prophetic, Biblical teachings
related to
“The Time of the End”.
His desire is to continue in the path pioneered
by Dr. Hilton Sutton
which includes instructing the
Body of Christ about
The Book of Revelation without doom and gloom.
Darrell Sutton, also, unfolds the numerous truths contained in the
prophetic chapters of the Old Testament,
and clearly, but wisely, explains
The Olivet Discourse
to the uninitiated as well as to those who look for
His Glorious Appearing.
“It is my hope that a new generation of believers will receive
‘Insight to the Future’
in order to reach the world through
the prophecies of Scripture”. Darrell Sutton
Born in 1969 and reared in Cleveland, OH, Darrell Sutton was
called to preach in 1983. As a teenager of 18, Jesus appeared to him
in a dream declaring to him where the pathway of service would
lead and what specific gifts and demonstrations would be
manifested in his ministry. By his 30th birthday, he had traveled to
32 nations of the world and more than 3000 cities outside the
United States preaching the Gospel of Jesus Christ with signs
following.
Darrell is a graduate of Southern Baptist Seminary, post-graduate
work he finished while serving America in the Marine Corp. After
his discharge from the Corp, Darrell moved to Jordan to study
more about the Islamic beliefs and movement in the world. While
living with an Iraqi family in the country of Jordan, he attended a
language school where he majored in the Arabic language, minored
in the Quran, and learned to read, write and speak the Syriac
dialect.

He successfully established three underground fellowships in Saudi
Arabia, pioneered several bible studies in the Middle East, and has
traveled for more than two decades preaching camp-meetings,
conferences, and revivals across America.
After serving 7 years in the United States Marine Corps (1987-1994),
Darrell became an evangelist-at-large for Jimmy Swaggart
Ministries. Through Darrell’s ministry with JSM, an invitation was
extended for him to preach to a family of committed Christians in
Red Cloud, Nebraska. So, in the spring of 1998, he and his wife,
Tiffany began evangelistic meetings which resulted in the birth of
Revival Tabernacle, from which has developed a network of
churches he currently oversees.
He joined the advisory board of Hilton Sutton World Ministries in
2001 and subsequently began writing articles for the magazine and
teaching and preaching alongside “Dad” Sutton in various
conferences.
Along with his connection as Associate Minister for HSWM, Pastor
Darrell is the Director of the Semitica Language Academy. He
teaches and tutors the ancient classical languages of Latin, Greek,
Hebrew, Arabic, Aramaic (Syriac) and works directly from the
original sources when lecturing on Islamic history and eschatology
in churches, junior colleges, and bible institutes and universities.
Aside from his biblical and pastoral work, he has published
numerous articles on Classical scholars and their work in the field
of textual criticism, as well as ancient Roman authors and their
Latin texts. Moreover, he routinely reviews papers, articles, and
journal submissions for several ancient Near East specialists and
Greek and Latin scholars who are professors in universities in the
USA and abroad.
He is married to the beautiful, anointed Tiffany Sutton. He met
Tiffany in Baton Rouge, LA at Family Worship Center after he had
returned from the Middle East. She was a student at Oral Roberts
University and a traveling singer with the front-line singers.

